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Code42 Incydr™

Get the visibility, context and control needed to stop data leak and IP theft

PRODUCT 
OVERVIEW

Incydr is an Insider Risk Management solution that allows you to detect and respond to data exposure and exfiltration from 
corporate computer, cloud and email systems. It provides the visibility, context and controls needed to protect data without 
overwhelming security teams or inhibiting employee productivity.

UNDERSTAND YOUR EXPOSURE
Detect file exfiltration via web browsers, USB, 
cloud apps, email, file link-sharing, AirDrop, 
and more.

REVIEW ONLY WHAT MATTERS
Prioritize risk and response based on 60+ 
contextual Incydr Risk Indicators (IRIs).

RESPOND WITH CONFIDENCE
Take rapid action with right-sized responses 
to contain, resolve and educate on 
detected risk.

DRIVE SECURE WORK HABITS
Effectively steer employee behavior and 
improve your Insider Risk posture.

Benefits

Features
Incydr helps you detect, investigate and respond to data exfiltration -- whether accidental, malicious or negligent.

DATA EXPOSURE DASHBOARD
Identify data exposure, training gaps, and non-
compliance with corporate policy using a company- 
wide view into all untrusted file movement by 
exfiltration vector.

INCYDR RISK INDICATORS
Prioritize the risks that need immediate attention 
through contextual risk scoring based on file, vector, 
and user characteristics and behaviors.

WATCHLISTS
Automate management workflows and get focused 
visibility into file activity for a subset of users who 
are more likely to put data at risk, such as 
departing employees.

FORENSIC SEARCH
Investigate event details and custom query a 
comprehensive, cloud-based index of activity metadata 
without putting strain on employee devices. 

CASES
Quickly document and retain investigation evidence for 
malicious and high-impact incidents, and create reports 
for key stakeholders such as management, HR and legal.

INCYDR FLOWS
Orchestrate controls to contain, resolve and educate on 
detected activity using no-code automation with IAM, 
PAM, EDR/XDR and other solutions

http://code42.com
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WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY

•  Cloud-based

•  Mac, Windows and Linux

•  2-week average deployment time

•  230% ROI in 3 years

•  Customer support based out of
US and UK

“Using Incydr, we see particular patterns and behaviors that suggest a potential insider moving 
data to untrusted systems. Anticipating rather than reacting - that's where we want to go with 
Code42.”

Mario Duarte, VP of Security, Snowflake

“We recognized that Incydr could help us discern and prioritize what we should be looking 
at, which would help our team focus on what matters most, rather than having to look at 
everything under the sun — or having to rely fully on an MSSP.”

Aaron Momin, CISO, FinancialForce

“With Incydr, we have the assurance that, regardless of where our employees are working, 
we’re going to be able to see what data they’re accessing and where it goes.”

Jae Ward, Security Analyst at Lyft

FAST AND EASY DEPLOYMENT

Code42 is the Insider Risk Management leader. Native to the cloud, the Code42® Incydr™ solution rapidly detects data loss, leak and theft as well as speeds incident 
response – all without lengthy deployments, complex policy management or blocking employee productivity. The Code42® Instructor™solution helps enterprises 
rapidly mature their Insider Risk Management programs by incorporating holistic, hyper-relevant Insider Risk education for end-users to reduce risk events due to 
accidental and negligent behavior. 

With Code42, security professionals can protect corporate data and reduce insider threats while fostering an open and collaborative culture for employees. Backed 
by security best practices and control requirements, the Code42 Incydr solution is FedRAMP authorized and can be configured for GDPR, HIPAA, PCI and other 
regulatory frameworks.

More than 50,000 organizations worldwide, including the most recognized brands in business and education, rely on Code42 to safeguard their ideas. Founded in 
2001, the company is headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and is backed by Accel Partners, JMI Equity, NewView Capital and Split Rock Partners. Code42 was 
recognized by Inc. magazine as one of America’s best workplaces in 2020 and 2021. For more information, visit code42.com or join the conversation on our blog, 
LinkedIn, Twitter and YouTube.

© 2022 Code42 Software, Inc. All rights reserved. Code42, the Code42 logo, Incydr and Instructor are registered trademarks or trademarks of Code42 Software, 
Inc. in the United States and/or other countries. All other marks are properties of their respective owners.  (WP2111314)
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Code42 Quick Facts 

FOUNDED
2001 

LOCATIONS
Minneapolis (HQ)

Denver

Austin

Atlanta

Washington DC

London 

TRUSTED BY
Customers include leading 
security brands such as 
CrowdStrike, Splunk, Ping 
Identity, and Okta 

6 of 10 of the largest 
tech companies 

13 of the world’s most 
valuable brands 

7 of 8 Ivy League schools

DEPARTING 
EMPLOYEES

SHADOW IT USED BY 
REMOTE WORKFORCE

IP THEFT

Key Use Cases
Architecture:

   SaaS solution with cloud-native architecture 

   Single agent with support for Windows, Mac, Linux 

   Incydr Exfiltration Detectors are API-based integrations with 
cloud, email and business apps

   Integrations with leading security technologies support efficient 
and successful customer workflows

   Open API
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